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“That beast’s sound wave is so strong that it even caused the ground to tremble slightly. Its size is definitely not small. This

sound is also very fierce. Let’s go first.”

“We can observe from far away. If the situation is not good, we will run. If we can deal with it, it is not too late for us to appear!”

The roar sounds like a tiger. Normal tigers are very strong. A tiger as big as the sound wave can not be underestimated!” “Let’s

run!”

Jebl smiled confidently. “It’s just a tiger. I have the confidence to suppress it. There’s no need to run!”

Jebl secretly poked his head out and glanced at Brielle. He found that Brielle had already put down the arrow and turned back to

look in the direction of the roar of the beast.

Only then did he walk out from behind the tree with relief. He looked in the direction of the sound with confidence and

excitement.

He had been stolen show by Brielle for so long and was still threatened by Brielle.

Now, he was finally going to regain his face!

He wanted to let the entire world see who was the most powerful!

He was so excited that all the blood in his body was boiling.

John was also so excited that his face turned red, and the smile on his face could not be kept away, and the corners of his mouth

were about to reach the back of his ear.

“Hahaha, the big white tiger is finally here. Brielle’s good days have come to an end! Widi is going to regain our former glory!”

“Brielle, you just wait to lose face in front of the whole world!”

“Hurry up and let people switch the live broadcast of all countries to this side. I want to make Oscus and Brielle lose face to the

whole world!”

“I also want to let the world see clearly that Widi will always be the strongest!”

Someone immediately went to operate it.

The bearded man was also so excited that his whole body trembled. He glared at Brielle with his eyes almost splitting. His hands

clenched into fists. “Brielle abused Fukuyu before, and now it is finally her turn to be unlucky!”

Helly’s Toofucker, on the other hand, was relieved for his country’s contestant, Deadic.

As long as Brielle was intimidated, she would not have a chance to deal with Deadie.

Jebl would definitely take this opportunity to confiscate Brielle’s weapon and make it so that she could not fight back, leaving her

no room to turn over.

As for the rich people of the other countries, the players of their own countries had already been eliminated. There was a thrill of

revenge in their hearts. As for the players of their own country who were still alive, they were relieved for them.

As long as Brielle was subdued, the players of their country would submit to Jebl. Even if they could not get first place, they

could get a good ranking, win glory for their country, and earn money for them.
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The rich and powerful viewing room was full of joy. They all raised their wine glasses and celebrated in advance.

In the forest.

A few hundred meters away, everyone saw the figure of the big white tiger.

The white tiger was too huge, and it made too much noise as it walked. It was difficult for them not to notice it.

Everyone’s faces were full of shock and fear.

What a big tiger!

Its four limbs were on the ground, so it must be more than 1.5 meters.

Its weight was estimated to be around four to five hundred kilograms.

This kind of big guy could sit a person to death with one butt; it was not something that a person could deal with!

Everyone felt their hair stand on end.

How did such a big tiger come about?

Jebl confidently walked forward.

He couldn’t wait to prove his strength.

The big white tiger was very fast and was only about 50 meters away from him in a short time.

“Hey, big guy!” Jebl shouted and attracted the attention of the big white tiger.

The big white tiger looked at him, its fierce eyes filled with the wildness of looking down on everything.

A strong sense of oppression came.

Even though he knew that the big white tiger was afraid of him, Jebl was still frightened.

What a big tiger!

What a strong sense of oppression!

He resisted the urge to retreat and maintained a confident and arrogant smile on his face as he looked at the big white tiger.

“Roar!”

The big white tiger roared and rushed towards Jebl in a violent manner.

However, when it was only three meters away from Jebl, it suddenly stopped. Then, it took a few steps back in disgust and

roared a few times.

Jebl was ecstatic, and he puffed out his chest even more confidently.

He finally found his face!

In Widi’s live broadcast room.

[My god, how can there be such a big tiger? I have never seen such a big tiger in my life! However, Jebl is so powerful. He can

actually suppress such a big tiger. He is worthy of being called Widian. He is too awesome!]

[Jebl is too powerful! This is the ability of our Widian. Brielle can only bully some weak monkeys. She can’t compare to Jebl at

all. She can’t even compare to Jebl’s toes!]
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[Our Widian are finally finding our own stage. Jebl is the most awesome, and Widi is the most awesome!]

[Hahaha, because of that Brielle, I have been aggrieved for an entire day. Now that Jebl has finally won back a round, I feel

much better!]

[Jebl, quickly get the big white tiger to slap Brielle to death!

At this time, Oscus‘ live broadcast room was filled with low pressure.

The audience was sweating for Brielle.

[I didn’t expect that Jebl could actually shock a tiger. Moreover, it was such a big tiger. Sister E is finished this time…]

[That big white tiger doesn’t look like it can naturally grow up like that. It must be the disgusting program team causing trouble

again. Maybe that tiger is afraid of Jebl and it is also the program team’s dirty dealings!]

[Hehe, Brielle’s brainless fans are too ridiculous. Is it hard to admit that others are powerful? If you insist on being stubborn.

here, it will only make people feel that you can’t afford to lose and embarrass yourself. In any case, Jebl has been on the

battlefield for ten years. His body is full of killing intent. It is normal for animals to be afraid of him.]

[In this comparison. Brielle only dares to bully a group of weak monkeys. I instantly feels that she is very low.]

[In terms of personal strength, Widi is still better. In the future, our people should not overestimate ourselves and participate in

that program, lest we lose dignity again.]

All the countries in the world were also mocking Brielle in the live broadcast.

Except for a few countries who were worried, the rest were gloating.

John and the others in the rich viewing room were even happier.

Widi’s dignity was back again.

Next, it was time to humiliate Brielle and make her lose face in front of the whole world!

In the forest.

When Deadie and the others saw how awesome Jebl was, they immediately ran to his side excitedly and praised him.

Jebl looked at Brielle and said proudly, “Brielle, you saw it, right? This big white tiger was subdued by me, and only I can

suppress it!”

“If

f you

kneel down and beg me now, I can consider protecting you like protecting them and making you my follower!”

“If you don’t beg me, you will die in the mouth of this big white tiger, and you will be eaten by it until nothing is left!”

“Is that so? Let it try to eat me.” Brielle smiled.

The big white tiger, who was originally roaring angrily, suddenly shook when it heard this familiar voice.

It quickly turned to look at Brielle.

When it saw Brielle’s face clearly, the big white tiger’s domineering face actually revealed a terrified expression.

This figure… this sound… this smell….

1!

Horrifying Female Ape!

“You really don’t know what is good for you. Then I’ll teach you a lesson! Big White Tiger, go and kill that woman!” Jebl
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ordered angrily.

The big white tiger would definitely not listen to his orders.

He deliberately picked up something and threw it in Brielle’s direction, wanting the big white tiger to pounce in Brielle’s

direction.

However, the big white tiger suddenly turned around and ran.

Because it was too flustered, it even forgot how to run normally. Its front legs tripped and it fell to the ground with a “plop”

sound.

It scrambled to get up and continued to run away with its four legs. During this time, it slipped several times.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

What was going on?
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